
 
7th Störtebeker  Cup 

& 
2nd Düker Deern Cup 

    

   
   

  

Announcement:   
TC Stelle e.V. & DUC Hamburg e.V. are inviting to the 

7. Störtebeker Cup and 2. Düker Deern Cup on Saturday 
the 16.07.2022 

   
 



 
 
 
  Location   

Indoor pool Bad Buchholz   
   

1. Pool   
Pool size W=7,50m L=12,50m D=3,80m   
   

3. Date   
Tournament:    Saturday  16.07.2022 

           Opening  8:15   
Team Captain Meeting 8:45   
First game  9:00    
Last game ca. 18:00 Uhr   

Award ceremony / Party from 19:00   
   
Arrival / Departure   Friday 03.07.2018 From 20:00  

Sunday 05.07.2020 until 11:00   
Camping is possible at the DLRG house in Buchholz    

   
4. Addresses   

Pool     Bad Buchholz  
Holzweg 10  
21244 Buchholz in der Nordheide 
 

Party/Camping    DLRG Heim Buchholz (DLRG Buchholz e.V.)   
Holzweg 12   
21244 Buchholz in der Nordheide 

   
5. Rule   

The tournament will be held under the current international and national rules of 
the CMAS/VDST, in addition all collateral clauses and official changes. The 
organizers reserves the right to change the rules, in the interest of the tournament.    
 

   

6. Mode   
The tournament mode will be decided based on the number of admitted teams. A 
maximum number of eight teams is admitted. The schedule and if applicable the 
groups will be published on Friday around 21:00 in the DLRG House.    
   



7. Registration   
To register send an E-Mail with the following information to Timo Frank 
(uwrtimofrank@gmail.com):   
Team name, approximate number of players, referees and contact person.    
   
Deadline for registration is 2 Weeks bevor start   
The first eight teams to register will be accepted. The order will be determined 
based on the date and time of the registration. In case of a simultaneous or close 
to simultaneous arrival the organizer will randomly draw one. (What is considered 
close to simultaneous is a decision of the organizes). 
 
The registration fee for the tournament is 245,-€ per mix team and 100,-€ per 
woman Team 
  
The fee contains the possibility to camp (Friday until Sunday), Dinner (Wild boar, 
Turkey, Salads and desserts) for 12 player. In case of more than 12 participants, an 
additional 12€ will be charged for each extra player for the dinner. Please inform 
the organizer in advance of additional players for organizational purposes.  
Breakfast and Drinks are not included in the registration fee (We try to provide 
some Breakfast on Sunday).    
   
Please transfer the registration fee to the following bank account:   
 
Tauch-Club Stelle e.V  
IBAN:  DE87 2406 0300 0505 5555 00  
BIC:  GENODEF1NBU  
Text:  UWR 7. Störtebeker Cup / 2. Düker Deern Cup, Team name   
 
By registration, the team and its players accept this document and all its items.   
   

8. Liability/Organizer   
The organizer is not liable for lost items such as equipment or wardrobe. The 
organizer will check all facilities for forgotten items and will try to return them to 
the rightful owner.    
The participation in the tournament takes place at one’s own responsibility/risk. 
The organizers disclaim any liability. The tournament is organized by DUC Hamburg 
e.V..   
   

9. Players and Referees   
Every player to participate needs a valid player pass with valid medical exam, that 
show she/he is fit to play.   
The player passes and a team data sheet with player names are to be brought to 
the team captains meeting. Every team has to provide two referees.   



   

10. Accommodation   
Camping is available on Friday and Saturday at the DLRG Clubhouse. It is possible 
to leave the tents at own risk at the site on Saturday during the tournament (it is 
public ground).   
Please provide an advanced notice, if you are planning to camp so we can prepare 
for you. Showers and bathrooms are available in the clubhouse.    

 
11. Corona 

 The tournament, the award ceremony and the party will be held according 
to the corona regulations applicable at the time. We will inform all teams 
upfront by email. Should the Corona regulations prevent the reasonable 
realization of the tournament, we reserve the right to cancel the tournament 
on short notice.  

   

12. Something missing?   
In case of questions please contact    
Timo Frank   
Tel.: +49 (0)151/21229373 uwrtimofrank@gmail.com   
 
Oh yes players that don’t have a team and want to participate can contact us, we 
will try to get them positions in teams that are not full.    

   

Cheers   

TC Stelle e.V. & D.UC. Hamburg e.V 


